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The place of media in community formation for homeless youth: 
A case study of Gibber magazine1 
 
Grania Sexton and Alan McKee 
 
Gibber 
Gibber magazine was set up in Perth in 1994 by founding editor Fleur Ginnane. The 
aim of this magazine was 'to provide a voice for young people who were marginalised 
by society' (Anon, 2000: 3). Workshops were organised with disenfranchised youth in 
public spaces. 'The work produced in these workshops was then distributed back to 
the young people and the wider community' (3). The magazine aimed to provide, for 
the first time, a space in which uncensored writing and artwork by these young people 
could be published and circulated on the streets. Since that date, seventeen issues of 
Gibber have been produced. 
The research project upon which this article is based was set up to find out how well 
Gibber was fulfilling its purpose of serving the disenfranchised - and particularly, 
homeless - youth of Western Australia. For this group, questions of identity, 
community and representation are not luxuries: they may be literally life-or-death 
issues. Although Gibber is not specifically designed to address the issue of suicidal 
ideation or behaviour for its readership, it is worth noting that homeless youth are, 
according to researchers, 'inherently a suicide risk group' (Farberow, 1991: 33), due to 
their situation bringing them into contact with several risk factors for youth suicide. 
These factors include a lack of 'social integration' (Huffine, 1991: 42); conversely, 
stated feelings of 'isolation' are also a risk factor. Huffine also identifies 'anomie' as a 
risk factor - the state whereby a group finds itself 'without a set of rules, by which 
members can regulate their lives. Without a set of expectations about what they 
                                                          
1 Thanks to the Australian Key Centre for Media and Cultural Policy, the Media and 
Cultural Studies Centre at the University of Queensland and to the School of 
Communications and Multimedia at Edith Cowan University for funding the research 
component of this project 
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should aspire to and how to achieve the valued goals, the affected individuals are at 
increased risk for suicide' (46). 
The present does not attempt to establish the efficacy of Gibber in preventing suicidal 
ideation or behaviour in its audience - such a simplistic cause and effect proposition 
would be vainglorious, not to mention distasteful. However, the magazine aims to 
serve homeless youth by offering a sense of participation and representation in a 
community - a 'voice'. This aim addresses perceived difficulties faced by homeless 
youth similar to those identified by Huffine as predictors of suicidal behaviour. This 
research sets out to identify how effectively Gibber is providing such a 'voice' for its 
constituency. 
 
Theoretical background and methodology 
Stuart Hall notes that '[t]here has been a veritable discursive explosion in recent years 
around the concept of "identity"' (Hall1996: 1) - thinking about how we make sense of 
who we are, and how we fit into communities of similar people. This research is 
interested in the way in which a particular media form helps construct a sense of self, 
and of relationships to others, for homeless youth in Western Australia. Recent 
thinking on identity has emphasised that traditional notions of identity as an 
unmediated expression of an authentic inner self are no longer adequate. Particularly 
in the strand of cultural theory known as 'queer', the work of Michel Foucault has 
been used to insist that our sense of self is always formed from the various identities 
which are available to us in our cultures at any given moment in history (Foucault, 
1981).  
However, to insist that identities and communities are never simply authentic or 
natural - that they always occur and evolve within culture - is not to suggest that they 
are unimportant. It is possible to think about these questions in ways that recognise 
their contingency while still insisting on their power and importance in our lives - as 
'necessary fictions' (Marshall, 1991: 73), providing a vital sense of 'belonging' 
(Probyn, 1996). From this poststructuralist perspective, the role of media in drawing 
together communities and offering identities is of vital importance. As John Hartley 
argues, the media offer the primary means of drawing together social groups in 
modernity - what he calls 'audience gathering' (Hartley, 1999). Accepting these 
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perspectives on the formation of identity and community - self and audience - this 
research does not seek to proclaim whether or not the representations of homeless 
youth presented in Gibber are 'accurate', or 'real' - such questions do not make sense 
from this perspective. Rather, it is specifically oriented towards the utility of the 
magazine. Does it work for homeless youth? Does it successfully gather an audience, 
form a community, offer a sense of belonging or a way of making sense of self? How 
does it do these things, and how could it do them more effectively? The voices of 
homeless youth therefore do not have to be measured against 'reality' (which is, after 
all, never more than a code word for other texts, which support the viewpoint of the 
researcher), and supported or found wanting in relation to it. Rather, they are taken as 
interesting and important in their own right, allowing us to trace the discourses 
employed by these young people as they make sense of themselves, their community, 
and the media which serve it. 
The material for this article was gathered in a series of interviews with twenty-nine 
readers of and contributors to Gibber magazine between the ages of fifteen and 
twenty six, of indigenous and non-indigenous Australian backgrounds. All either were 
now living on the streets, or had done so at some point in the past. The interviewees 
were contacted through support groups for homeless young people. Interviewees were 
conducted on the premises at these support groups.  
The interviews were structured around a standard questionnaire (see Appendix A), 
which was followed as closely as possible without destroying the flow of the 
conversation, and the relationship established with the interviewees. Because of the 
necessarily informal nature of the intervieweeing process, the interviews vary 
enormously, from a few sentences to discussions lasting up to fifteen minutes. Some 
discuss Gibber extensively; others are glad to have a forum in which to express their 
views on street life more generally. 
The questions on the interview schedule were designed to lead to discussion to three 
areas: 
1. questions of self-identity for the youth who read and/or contribute to Gibber 
2. issues of community in street-life 
3. the question of representation, and why it might be important 
These questions are not asked in the terms outlined here, for two reasons. 
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Firstly, the specialised language in which we discuss concepts which are familiar 
within the academy is not necessarily transparent to people not trained in the area. It 
was intended to try to address these issues in ways which were comprehensible in lay 
language. 
Secondly, we did not wish to lead the interviewees too strongly into discussing what 
we thought should be the role of Gibber for street youth; rather, more open-ended 
questions meant that the interviewees were able, to a greater degree, to determine for 
themselves what were the important issues for the magazine, and the street 
community more generally. 
The interviews have not been edited for sense, but discourse particles have been 
removed without ellipsis. 
 
Community and Identity 
 
'… No family or friends 
I look in the mirror 
And I can't see myself 
It's time for me to go' (Anon, 2000b: 22) 
 
In answer to open questions, many of the interviewees raised issues about community 
and belonging as an important role for Gibber. The question that proved most fruitful 
in thinking about the role that Gibber might play for homeless and at risk youth was 
perhaps the simplest: 'Why?' [do you like Gibber?]. The value of this question, and 
the responses that it provoked is that it is not directional; it does not set the terms in 
which discussion should take place. And yet the responses from the interviewees 
showed them initiating discussion of community, identity and representation.  
The first group of responses to the question emphasise that, in Gibber magazine, the 
readers find accounts of people and of lifestyles which they recognise. These are 
people that the readers can 'relate' to (4, 8, 20), and 'empathise' with (22). These terms 
imply an emotional relationship based on similarly - on identity. '[I like] the things in 
there that people can relate to … Things people write you feel it the same …' (8) 'I 
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like most of the poetry because I can relate to a lot of stuff … You know, I can just 
look back and go, "Hey, shit, I was once like that' …. "Shit, I still feel like that", so it's 
good' (4). [what sort of stuff do you like to read in Gibber?]  '… stuff you can relate to 
… it gives you an idea what people are going through …' (20). 'I can empathise, I can 
see myself, in some of these people here … I can empathise totally and put myself in 
their shoes' (22). An emotional relationship, based on 'feelings' which are recognised 
and shared, is established between the writers and the readers of Gibber: 'it's solid, 
you know, it tells the truth in what the kids feel … I felt the same way about what is 
said in that magazine …' (11). 
In one of the most telling uses of vocabulary in the interviews, two of the respondents 
use the word 'normal' in their explanation of why they like Gibber: 'It's just normal' (7, 
and 6). What they value about the magazine is that they see in it what they recognise 
as their lives - presented as though this is acceptable, given in the magazine as 
'normal'. The value placed on this suggests that otherwise, the readers do not see 
themselves presented in this way; rather as 'abnormal', deviant in some way. 'Normal' 
implies a community standard, being judged as a suitable part of a community, with 
behaviour which is acceptable within that group. To be deviant is to be in some sense 
an outcase from a group. The desire to see themselves and their lives as 'normal' 
suggests the desire for identity and community on the behalf of the interviewees: a 
desire which they find fulfilled (in whatever degree) by Gibber. As one interview 
states: 'It's just normal, like you know, how people are getting pissed off with things 
… at least you know that you're not the only one that feels that way' (7). The desire to 
know that 'you're not the only one that feels that way' is obviously important; in 
seeing such representations, this interview finds that: 'Other people are telling you that 
they're the same, you know, saying that it's not fair, it's not you' (7). The fact that 'it's 
not you' - that is, you are not the problem, but there are other people going through the 
same experiences is the reason that this interviewee likes Gibber. Similarly, for 
another interviewee, the reason they like Gibber is: 'you know, to us it's normal …' 
(6). 
As well as offering the possibility for identification (discovering other people who 
feel the same way and have the same experiences), Gibber also offers then, a sense of 
a community - a group who judge by the same standards ('normal') and approach 
shared experiences in a similar way. Another interviewee stated that the reason they 
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liked Gibber was simply that it is 'Written by us' (11). Although, in keeping with the 
tone of this research, it would be ridiculous to claim that Gibber singlehandedly 
creates such a sense of community and identity (there are many other formal 
organisations and support spaces, and many informal groups and linkages which are 
all involved in the formation of such identity), it does not seem unreasonable to stage 
that these comments suggest that the magazine is playing a part - and is perceived to 
be playing a part - in such a process. 
 
Expression 
 
'In life 
someones 
always bound 
to piss you off 
or fuck around 
in some sort of way' (Halli, 2000: 12) 
 
Although there were no questions which specifically addressed questions of 
expression - the need for homeless youth to express themselves in an arena validated 
by its published status - rather than the need to see representation of individuals in 
similar situations - this was brought up several times by the interviewees. 
The material published in Gibber is mostly artwork and poetry. Other forms of 
expression (for example, short stories, essays) are not favoured by the contributors. 
The fact that poetry is understood to have a particular relationship to creativity and 
expression suggests that this is a valuable function that Gibber serves for its readers 
and writers. One interviewee stated explicitly that: 'A lot of people on the streets … 
need someone to talk to' (20); others suggest that Gibber is serving such a purpose. 
Those who have written for the magazine stated that they liked the magazine because: 
'I get to say my say … so it's good' (11). 'I think it's good to let all that [negative 
experiences] out on paper because it's a relief' (4). This expressiveness is tied to the 
uncensored nature of Gibber (see below); the magazine explicitly has a policy that 
anything the writers want to submit can be published. There is no authoritarian 
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intervention on standards of grammar and 'proper' English, on subjects that can be 
discussed, or on the language which can be employed.  
Why do I like Gibber? … because … you can really say how you're feeling like. 
You can, you know, express yourself and you can use words like, you know, 
"This is fart" instead of saying, you know, like it's the way it is, you know … 
without having to use other words. You know, you can swear and all naughty 
stuff like that [laughs] (4) 
Even those interviewees who have not themselves submitted material to the magazine 
still value the expressive nature of the material which is published.  
they [writers of poetry] really express themselves in that way in poerty … 
They're really expressing themselves in what they're saying, you know. They're 
just writing exactly how they feel (5). 
The fact that the writers: 'tell you straight out how they feel, yes, and that's how I am. 
I like to tell people how I feel, you know, yes' (7) is valued. It seems that such a value 
system - where creativity and expressiveness are valued - is an integral part of the 
culture of homeless youth, rather than simply being a coincidence. Against what is 
perceived to be a stultifying suburban existence of traditional normality, the 
interviewees construct their culture as a superior one of spontaneity, creativity and 
refusing to live by the rules.  
I plan my life day by day, minute by minute … Just be spontaneous in 
everything you do. That's how I got over here the first time from Queensland. I 
just woke up one morning and said stuff it, I'm going, packed me bags and 
started thumbing it. Had nothin' in me pockets, no money, nothin' …I didn't 
have fun when I was living in a house … when I'm living on the streeets I'd 
always have fun … cause you're free … a lot of people who have all that money 
… jobs and houses … they haven't got the freedom we've got … what I find 
about most people on the street is that they're as free as a bird … people say, 
'Oh, you need money to have fun these days', no you don't … You make your 
own fun. Like fun can be walking around talking to your friends' (6) 
In this culture, expressiveness and creativity become prime virtues: 
I think too graffiti is like ah poetry, you know. It's, ah - some kids' ways of 
expressing themselves, you know, and its good for them to do… people that 
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actually use their intelligence and make it into art, I think should be encouraged 
because, you know, they're expressing themselves who they are, and people that 
live on the streets need to express who they are in order to be understood, you 
know … (3) 
The fact that Gibber allows a space for uncensored creativity and expressiveness is 
raised, then, by the interviews as an integral part of its function for the community of 
homeless youth. This works in two ways; by offering a venue for expression which is 
seen to benefit the individual writers, for whom it is healthy to have a place in which 
they can communicate their ideas and feelings; and by promoting the creativity and 
artistic expression which, for many of the interviewees, are in themselves valuable 
things. 
 
Educating us 
 
'Mess around with drugs and alcohol 
I will turn you into Chop Sui' (Garlett, 2000: 6) 
 
Another aspect of Gibber's function that was not anticipated in the questions was its 
perceived value as a possible site for education and the transmission of useful 
information for street youth. One interviewee thought that for people new to the 
street, the magazine would give some sense of what culture existed: 'people, they'll be 
new on the street, you know, can't help being scared, you know, or whatever' (8). 
Another felt that it was necessary to for homeless youth to see the effects of drugs: 'It 
might help that people are in that situation at that time develop better skills on the 
streets and maybe save their lives from drugs or … not sharing needles' (19). Another 
thought it important that readers learned about the dangers posed by the police to 
homeless youth: 'people should really get to know things about that [negative side of 
street life] and the police and all that' (24). A fourth thought that the representations of 
street life in the magazine might have a slightly different effect, encouraging people to 
get off the streets: 'hopefully [representations of street life]'ll sink into people's brains 
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and give them that extra urge to turn themselves around, climb the latter, get out of it, 
so that's what I reckon' (20) 
One of the questions asked interviewees ways in which Gibber could be improved. 
Several interviewees responded by asking for more factual/educational material in the 
magazine, as well as the much valued poetry and creative writing  'I reckon there 
should be … more information … Stuff about what there is out there … and place 
were we can eat … hostels …' (20). In response to this request for specific 
information, the edition of Gibber published after these interviews were recorded 
included this information, with details of 'Eat on the Streetz' and a 'Resource page', 
listing details of free or cheap food, and support spaces and networks in Perth 
(Gibber, issue 17, pp31-32). 
 
 
Educating others 
 
'Lost in a world 
Unfriendly at most' (Anon, 2000d: 14) 
 
One question which we thought might lead to discussions of identity, community and 
representation in fact lead us in quite a different direction. The question 'Do you think 
it's important to see [street life] in magazines?' tended to be interpreted by the 
interviewees as directed not at them, but at the wider community. Many explained 
that it was important for those Australians not living on the streets to see what life for 
homeless young people was like.  
you need to know how many people are living on the streets, they are homeless 
because the government doesn't do anything, so if the government paid more 
attention to Gibber, then that means that they can help to get the streeties off the 
streets (1) 
One interviewee stated that: 'the kids are suffering, you know, and  to see what their 
view is [is important]' (5). The educational value of these representations is seen to lie 
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in promoting understanding, tolerance - and perhaps direct action: 'if people 
understood more what it's like to be on the streets they might help with donations and 
things … have more of an understanding towards us, you know? (6). Overall, the 
possibility (perhaps linked to the expressiveness and desire for communication noted 
above) that these representations might enable other Australians to understand, and to 
empathise with, the lives of those living on the streets, was emphasised by several 
interviewees: 'It's important to see these things. They've got to see how other people's 
point of views are …' (7). 'I reckon it's important for everyone to see it, like - 
especially the older mob to realise that it is harder for us younger mob, you know …' 
(12). 'It is [important] to let people know that - how other people live and what their 
lifestyle is' (14) 
 
 
'Negative' experiences and representations 
 
'I hope you don't think I'm rude - fuck you 
I hope you don't think I'm precious - fuck you' …' (Anthony, 2000: 12) 
 
For readers outside of the culture of homeless young people, the material presented in 
Gibber can seem rather confrontational both in the use of language, and in the topics 
discussed. Rape, sex work, drug use and (particularly) difficult relationships with 
police are all common topics for the writing and artwork in the magazine. 
The interviews attempted to find out how the readers and writers of the magazine 
made sense of this particular element of its presentation; whether it was valued, or 
seen as a problem, and in what terms. The results were interesting, showing a strong 
commitment both to the inclusion of this material; and of broadening the scope of the 
magazine to include other aspects of street life. 
As we have seen above, the possibilities for expressiveness offered by the uncensored 
nature of the magazine were highly valued by the interviewees - who could 'say what 
you're really feeling'. This position came up repeatedly in the interviews when asked 
about the 'negative' subject matter of the magazine: many indeed refused the term 
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'negative' altogether, instead using two other terms to describe the content of the 
magazine: 'reality'; and 'truth' (1,,2, 5, 8, 11, 12, 15, 19, 21, 22, 23). Almost every 
respondent, even those who did not use these two particular words, made a similar 
comment: 
I don't think Gibber's negative at all … the people that put the poetry in and the 
drawings and stuff like that, I just think they're telling it the way it is for them 
right now, so I mean, I don't think that's negative at all (4) 
These comments were supported by other claims by the interviewees, sometimes 
going back to notions of expressiveness and creativity: 'that's the way life is, that's the 
way it should be told … that's the way life is, so why twist it around … why have a 
magazine that's not got the truth?' (23). The magazine does not pretend that 
everything is rosy in life - a position which is associated with the materialistic 
suburban lifestyle decried above: 'it just gets on the basic side of life, you know, no 
mucking about' (8). Perhaps the most telling comment came from one interviewee 
who, when asked whether the magazine did indeed show the reality of street life, 
responded simply: 'Yes, shit yes [laughs] that's all I can say, yes, shit yes' (11) 
 
 
Positive representations 
 
'Go find a nice quiet place 
under a tree by a lake 
think about good thoughts 
and happy thoughts …' (Anon, 2000e: 24) 
 
One intervewee, when asked for their feelings about the 'negative' elements present in 
Gibber, responded with the comment that: 'Well, that's what happens on the street, 
and I mean, if people want to find out what's happening on the streets and there is no 
positive things basically' (15). This appeal to the 'truth' and 'reality' of the situation fits 
in with the comments cited above; but it is not uncontested by the interviewees. A 
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couple of respondents, while not denying that the material discussed in Gibber is 
based on the reality of street experience, disagreed that 'there is no positive things' and 
suggested that the magazine might also include representations of what they thought 
of as the positive aspects - or possibilities - of street life. One interviewee suggested 
that the readers of Gibber perhaps needed 'something to look forward to' (6); that 'a lot 
of people [on the streets] … want to have something to pick them up a bit, something 
to give them a bit of life' (6). Another, while acknowledging that: 'we need to see 
what people are experiencing with drugs and police and stuff like that', thus agreeing 
with the comments cited above, did not stop there, but went on to argue: 'but we need 
to hear positive things to keep us from turning negative ourselves … all human beings 
need to hear positive stuff to keep themselves from being negative' (20). These 
speakers are thinking slightly differently about the function of a magazine like 
Gibber. They - as all of the respondents did very strongly, as shown above - that 
Gibber must show, in an uncensored and graphic way, the difficulties of street life, 
thus providing a space for identity, community and recognition in ways that fit the 
values of a culture which rejects suburban conformism. But they see another function 
for the magazine as well - having won that recognition, and the feeling that the 
magazine does speak to them in ways that they understand, these interviewees think 
the magazine could then offer hope to its readers - more positive ways of thinking 
about the experience of street life. 
Published after these interviews were conducted, issue seventeen of Gibber makes an 
explicit attempt to include 'positive' material, while retaining the edge of 'truth' and 
'reality' that its readers require. The theme of the issue is 'Superheroes'. As the 
editorial in that issue states: 
Here it is, to the Superhero in all of us. If you don't have a Superhero make one 
up. Cause sometimes there is no option but to be Superheroic … Superheroes 
survive to kick butt … (Sexton, 2000: inside front cover) 
The 'Superhero' theme calls on the readers to think of themselves in positive, powerful 
and affirming ways; while the issue continues to present the uncensored stories of the 
'truth' and 'reality' of life on the streets. 
 
Conclusion: lack of other spaces 
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'Alone 
Get on 
Separate world' (Anon, 2000f: 19) 
 
It is clear from these interviews that the homeless young people interviewed saw 
Gibber as having several important roles: in providing a sense of identity and 
community; in providing education, both for those living on the streets and for the 
wider population; and in providing a place in which they could express themselves. 
The research does not prove, in any simple way, that Gibber is minimising risk factors 
in these young people, or contributing directly to a reduction in suicide rates for 
homeless youth in Perth; it would not be possible to 'prove' such a grandiose thesis. 
But what it does show, very clearly, is that the readers of Gibber magazine think 
about it in very positive terms; they feel that it provides for them a sense of identity, 
of community and of the possibility of self-expression. Given the risk factors for 
suicidal ideation, and their subjective nature, the fact that the readers of the magazine 
think of it in such ways, for themselves, must be seen as positive and hopeful. 
It is important in this context to understand that Gibber stands alone in doing this in 
Western Australia. There is no other published forum which regularly provides 
accounts of street life, or space for the writings of homeless young people in Perth. 
Each interviewee was asked what other magazines or newspapers they read. Many 
read no other publications (1, 3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 15), some others read only pornographic 
magazines (6, 16); others still only read 'when I'm locked up' (11). These young 
people do not have much contact with the traditional public sphere. And even when 
they do read other newspapers and magazines, not a single interviewee could think of 
any other publications which showed them representations of street life, or which 
served the functions for the homeless community which Gibber seems to be serving 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20). As much as the community of street life 
is separated from broader communities by lack of understanding and tolerance, it is 
only in a distinct publication like Gibber that any kind of public sphere for homeless 
youth in Western Australia exists. As the topic is ignored in other media - and 
homeless youth are rarely presented as part of 'us', the wider community, by 
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newspapers such as the West Australian, Gibber becomes almost like a ghetto 
medium, serving a purpose that other media simply cannot. Gibber does not circulate 
widely outside of the street community - it belongs to that community, and is the only 
place where they are consistently represented. It would be desirable for street life to 
appear in other publications. As one interviewee states, echoing points made above: 
I haven't seen a lot of publication on life on the streets, so I don't think there's 
very many people to cover it …more people need to understand exactly, you 
know, what it's about, being on the streets and I thin that if there was more 
literature, more publications about it, then maybe society wouldn't be so 
negative all the time (3) 
At the moment, Gibber is the only magazine which is serving these functions in West 
Australia, and seems, from the interviews conducted for this research, to be very 
positively regarded by the young people whom it attempts to serve. 
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Appendix A 
Interview schedule 
 How old are you? 
 Have you been on the streets? 
 How did you first find out about Gibber? 
 Do you like it? 
 Why?/Why not? 
 Have you ever put in any of your own stuff? 
 [subsidiary question - What kinds of stuff have you put into Gibber?] 
 Do you ever read the magazine? 
 How do you get hold of it? 
 Do any of your friends read it? 
 What kind of stuff do you like to read in Gibber, and why? 
 Do you think that Gibber shows what life is really like on the streets? 
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 Some people say that Gibber has too much stuff about the negative side of life – 
drugs and bad experiences with police. What do you think? 
 Do you read any other magazines or newspapers? 
 Do you see these things (ie, street life) in any other mags or anywhere? 
 Is it important to see these things? 
 Why? 
 Is there anything wrong with Gibber? 
 What kind of stuff could they put in Gibber to make it better? 
 Are there any other ways they could improve it? 
 
 
 
